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MINT PRESENTS A NEW MOBILE APP FOR CALENDAR 

SYNCHRONIZATION AND REAL TIME NOTIFICATIONS  
 

Kiel, 06. February 201 - MINT Software Systems presents the new “MyMint App”, an enhancement for the 

market leading Training and Resource Management System MINT TRMS. The new MyMint App runs on IOS 

and Android systems and is the mobile connection to the MINT training and resource management system 

database and displays individual training schedules anywhere, at any time. 

  

The new MyMint App is running on IOS and Android devices and is constantly connected to the MINT database 

servers. If an employee is scheduled to participate at a training event, the app automatically synchronizes the 

MINT schedule information and displays the new event to the recipient in an easy to read format. All relevant 

schedule information is displayed, like event start and end times, location and even a list of all other participants 

of the event or meeting. 

 

Should the schedule be changed by the MINT planner, the app immediately displays the new schedule data by 

automatically synchronizing the data with the MINT servers. This way, no new scheduled event or schedule 

changes get lost anymore and all instructors and trainees are always up-to-date, wherever they are. 

 

The MyMint App also receives and displays various kinds of system notifications, for example schedule changes, 

grading reminders or other notifications that relate to a response that may be required by the individual trainee 

or instructor. A more detailed view of any notification can be displayed simply by clicking on the single message 

entry.  

 

The app has been developed to support all MINT TRMS SaaS customer databases and runs on both IOS and 

Android mobile devices.  

 
About MINT Software Systems 

MINT Software Systems, headquartered in Kiel, Germany, with subsidiaries in Orlando, Florida and Sharjah, UAE and partner 

companies in Bucaramanga, Colombia and Kiev, Ukraine creates innovative training and resource management solutions 

used by major aviation players. MINT's SaaS and onsite solutions employing latest software technology, allowing 

efficient records and training scheduling for crew, ground and maintenance staff and guarantee trouble-free regulatory 

compliance with the AQP/ATQP programs of authorities like the FAA and EASA. 
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